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prepared by the
Museum of Australian Currency Notes

�his menu savours

the associations between Australia’s currency
and the history of the country’s food
and beverages.

�periti �
Ru m

Museu m F loor P l a n
1. Aperitif: Rum 2. Entrée: Oysters 3. Main Course: Roast Beef
4. Cheese Platter 5. Bread Rolls 6. Dessert: Peach Melba.

In the early years of the colony, rum was used as a form of
currency. Rum was the term given to all spirits.
The monopoly of this currency was controlled
by the New South Wales Corps, as reflected in its
unofficial name, the ‘Rum Corps’. Governor
William Bligh (1754-1817) was determined
to end the use of rum as a form of exchange.
The uprising of 1808 against Bligh later became
known as the ‘Rum Rebellion’.
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William Bligh, ca. 1814, watercolour
on ivory miniature. Mitchell Library,
State Library of NSW.

�n�rée
Oysters
The first Australian currency note, a ten
shilling denomination, was produced in May 1913.
Other denominations followed from 1913 to 1915.
The £5 note showed a scene of the Hawkesbury River near
Brooklyn, New South Wales. Around the turn of the century,
the Hawkesbury area was central to the expanding
industries of oyster cultivation and fishing.

�ain Cours�
Roa st Be e f
A new series of Australian currency notes was issued in
1953 and 1954. The prominence of rural activities
in Australia's exports ensured their continued
representation in the new series, with the £5 note
showing a mixture of agricultural and pastoral industries.
Cattle were represented prominently on the note,
along with sheep and various fruits.

�hees� �latter

�read �olls

A distinctive feature of currency notes designed in the
1930s was the use of artwork by Frank Manley,
based on bas-relief panels originally designed by artist
Paul Raphael Montford. These panels represented various
sectors of the Australian economic life, including dairying,
which was depicted on the £100 note.

In 1966 decimal currency was introduced to Australia.
The $2 note showed sheaths of wheat and a portrait of
William Farrer (1845–1906), who played a major role in developing
wheat varieties more resistant to disease and drought. His work
culminated in the production of the variety, Federation,
which allowed wheat farming to advance into drier areas.
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P e ach M el ba
The celebrated Australian soprano, Dame Nellie Melba
(1861-1931), is portrayed on the current $100 note. In the late
19th century the French chef, Auguste Escoffier, invented
a dessert in her honour. Peach Melba combines peaches,
raspberry sauce and vanilla ice cream.

P e ac h M e l ba
Recipe by Nigella Lawson
www.lifestylefood.com.au/recipes/1648/
peach-melba
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